
Norman England
1066 to 1100AD

The English Civil 
War

The Norman 
Conquest

Year 
7

Religion in the 
Middle Ages

Year 
8

Year 
10

The Renaissance

The British Empire
The 

Industrial 
Revolution

The Transatlantic 
Slave Trade

Civil Rights
Year 

9

Britain, Health, and the People
c. 1000AD to the Modern day 

America: Expansion & Consolidation
1840 to 1895AD

Conflict and Tension in Asia
1950 to 1975AD

Year 
11

The History Curriculum

The History Curriculum at Nova is Ambitious, Sequenced Carefully, Principled, Inclusive, Research-informed and 
Enriching. 

History is messy; conflicts are rarely 
truly resolved, there are no clear 
heroes and villains, and might is 
often right. At Nova Hreod, the 
History department aims to 
encourage pupils to relish this 
complexity, while also grappling with 
the big questions which bridge 
topics: from where does power 
derive? Does the suffering of others 
justify economic development? Why 
and how have people attempted to 
eradicate the culture of others?

History at Nova Hreod is taught in 
chronological order, starting in the 
11th century and finishing in the 20th

century and the modern day. 
Alongside this, we also revisit a 
number of key ‘threads’, such as the 
nature of power, as well as key 
disciplinary skills, such as using 
sources or discussing significance, at 
different points in each year.

The topics and questions which we 
grapple with in the History 
department are designed not to 
examine injustices in the past, but to 
question practices in the modern 
day. Our curriculum is designed to 
encourage pupils to question 
interpretations and consider why 
history has not always been fair or 
equitable. In the words of 
philosopher George Santayana, 
“Those who do not learn from 
History are doomed to repeat it.”

Successful historians can read and 
understand others’ arguments and 
construct well-reasoned and 
nuanced arguments in response. In 
order to ensure that all of the pupils 
at Nova Hreod can and do develop 
these skills, we regularly read a wide 
range texts as a whole class, and 
check pupils’ understanding before 
we move on. We also explicitly teach 
vocabulary that pupils encounter and 
which they are expected to use in 
their writing. Before writing, we 
carefully model pieces of work in 
order to give pupils structure and 

Current educational research is at 
the heart of what we do as a History 
department; research into cognitive 
load and vocabulary acquisition has 
informed our approach to reading, 
Doug Lemov’s Teach Like a Champion
informs our classroom management, 
and the principles behind data driven 
instruction define our approach to 
standardising, moderating, and 
giving feedback on Common Interim 
Assessments and other assessment 
tasks.

At Nova Hreod, the History 
department endeavours to 
demonstrate that studying History in 
the classroom is only the beginning 
of a pupils’ journey within the 
subject. For each topic, we offer a 
reading list of both fiction and non-
fiction texts. We are also in the 
process of developing a selection of 
trips which align topics in each year 
group, such as a trip to a 19th century 
operating theatre in Year 10.

Post-
16

The Causes of World War 
One, trench warfare, key 
conflicts, and the Treaty of 
Versailles

Key

Subject 
content

Assessment 
task

The struggle for 
the throne in 
1066 and William 
the Conqueror’s 
methods to gain 
and maintain 
control

The 
Holocaust

Best in Everyone Assessment

The progression of the treatment of disease, surgery, and public 
health over time, key individuals and factors which enabled 
discoveries, and challenges that medicine continues to face

The struggle for the throne in 1066, William’s attempts to gain and 
consolidate control, changes in English society, and the balance of 
power between the Norman monarchy and the Church

The expansion of the USA up to the 1840s, manifest destiny and 
reasons for going West, Native Americans, the American Civil War, 
living and farming on the Plains, conflict with Native Americans, 
and the destruction of the Native American way of life

Communism versus capitalism, conflict in Korea, escalation
of conflict in Vietnam and the ending of the conflict in
Vietnam.

Worldviews 
C.1000

Elizabethan 
England

World War 
Two

World War 
One

Women’s 
suffrage

Post-War 
Britain

The Byzantine and 
Islamic Empires 
and how the 
world war 
connected in the 
Middle Ages

Religions in Europe in 
the Middle Ages, the 
structure and political 
power of the Church, 
monasteries, and the 
Crusades

Medieval 
Mali

Mansa Musa and 
medieval African 
kingdoms

Challenges to 
Medieval Kings

The nature of power and 
key conflicts between 
medieval kings and 
different groups in 
society (the Church, the 
barons, and the people)

Key discoveries, trends, and 
changes in view during the 
Renaissance, including the 
Reformation

Best in Everyone Assessment

Reformation 
recap, key trends 
and changes 
during the 
Elizabethan era

The events leading up to the 
Civil War, Charles I’s execution 
and Cromwell’s Protectorate

The impact of the slave trade on 
Britain and its colonies, the 
process of abolition, and 
changing interpretations of 
abolition

Causes of the 
Industrial 
Revolution and its 
impact on 
Swindon

The rise and fall of the British 
Empire and changing 
interpretations of the British 
Empire

Best in Everyone Assessment Best in Everyone Assessment

The causes of World 
War One, the 
armistice, and the 
Treaty of Versailles

The fight for 
suffrage and 
interpretations 
of suffragettes

The causes of World 
War Two, key events 
and turning points

Roots of anti-
Semitism, escalation 
of Jewish persecution 
and interpretations of 
persecution

The American civil 
rights movement and 
resonance with the 
modern day

Post war society in 
Britain and the 
influence of different 
events on society

Best in Everyone AssessmentBest in Everyone Assessment

Best in Everyone Assessment Best in Everyone Assessment

Pre-public examPre-public examFinal exams
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